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Abstract

This study explored how the pedagogical element of TPACK and a scaffolded use of the gradual release of responsibility framework helped preservice teachers design literacy instruction with the iPad. This qualitative study used an interpretivist approach and case study design to closely examine each participant’s (n = 38) experience to use the iPad to plan instruction. Data were triangulated with observation logs, individual surveys, and lesson artifacts. Thematic analysis revealed three themes: Teacher in Control pedagogical approach raised preservice teachers’ concerns about instructional planning; Teacher as Facilitator pedagogical approach led to increased user confidence and exploration; Problem-based Learning pedagogical approach led to in-depth design of comprehensive lessons for individualized student populations. Other teacher educators can adopt this approach when introducing students to technology.
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Despite the ubiquitous use of technology, students in higher education primarily use technology to connect socially (Echenique et al., 2015; Gasaymeh, 2018). Consequently, preservice teachers enter the classroom lacking a sense of how to use technology for the workflow requirements of being a teacher (Christ et al., 2019). Teachers are expected to become familiar with and use technology apps and platforms for grading and record-keeping, while implementing strategies for students to practice literacy skills and demonstrate their learning (Author, 2019). Additionally, standards informing teacher preparation (e.g., CAEP, 2016; ILA, 2017; ISTE, 2019) confirm that developing technology integration practices among preservice teachers is a curricular imperative for teacher educators.

Considering the increasing technological skills expected of preservice teachers to enter their first classrooms, many are only partially adept at integrating technology for instructional purposes (Ciampa, 2017; Walsh & Farren, 2018). Technology implementation barriers facing teacher educators include a lack of knowledge and training, and familiarity and access to technology (Kalonde & Mousa, 2016). Beyond access, teacher educators claim the need to engage students in hands-on technology experiences that include exploration and experimentation (Vasinda et al., 2017). A review of literature on technology integration frameworks and models, combined with use of the iPad to support literacy instruction illustrates the complexity facing teacher educators—choosing which framework or integration model to engage preservice teachers in hands-on technology experiences when planning literacy instruction. To improve preservice teacher preparation when planning literacy instruction with the use of technology, this study explores a teacher educator’s implementation of three
pedagogical approaches to guide preservice teachers with using the iPad to develop early literacy instruction.

**Technology Integration Frameworks and Models in Teacher Preparation**

In response to the growth and advancement of new technologies, preservice teachers need hands-on educational technology experiences to practice using the most readily available technologies (Walsh & Farren, 2018). Teacher educators can foster hands-on technology experiences after becoming familiar with theoretical frameworks and technology integration models. Theoretical frameworks (e.g., TPACK) describe an idea or concept that is based on theory, while technology integration models aim to guide instruction (e.g., SAMR).

**TPACK framework.** Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) (Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Thompson & Mishra, 2007) is a well-known technology integration framework intended to help teachers think about the integration of new technologies (Anderson et al., 2017; Chai et al., 2010; Wetzel et al., 2014). Developed by educational technology and psychology scholars, TPACK focuses on teacher knowledge required for integrating technology within teaching, while acknowledging that this knowledge is complex and multifaceted (Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Thompson & Mishra, 2007). The TPACK framework focuses on technological, pedagogical, and content knowledge, as well their intersections: technological content knowledge; technological pedagogical knowledge; pedagogical content knowledge. Technological content knowledge is a teacher’s knowledge of how to use the technology within their subject area whereas technological pedagogical knowledge is a teacher’s ability to incorporate technology using an effective teaching method (Mishra & Koehler, 2006).

The TPACK framework has been applied in a variety of ways within some teacher preparation programs. For example, to serve as a technology integration blueprint for teacher
educators (Thomas et al., 2013), to qualitatively and longitudinally track preservice teachers over their four-year program (Gill & Dalgarno, 2017), and to measure the impact of program support for developing TPACK skills (Baran et al., 2019). One study of 14 preservice teachers who used TPACK to integrate iPads into instruction found that teaching decisions focused on app selection and student inquiries, in response to students’ experiences with technology (Anderson et al., 2017). The iPad enabled preservice teachers to respond to student comments, such as, “wait a minute, wait a minute, let me do it” (p. 109). This led preservice teachers to adapt their pedagogy toward a more supportive role, “okay, well, I’ll just sit here and monitor” (p. 109).

Pedagogical knowledge, a teacher’s method to deliver content (Mishra & Koehler, 2006), is an important predictor of a teacher’s ability to integrate technology. As noted within a teacher preparation course on information and communication technology for meaningful learning, pedagogical knowledge was the largest predictor of nearly 500 preservice teachers’ use of TPACK (Chai et al., 2010). Similarly, when technology was integrated into teaching and learning, and modules related to specific topics were embedded into 17 sections of language arts and middle-school methods courses, preservice teachers claimed this led them to “expand the range of tools especially age-appropriate ones, provide more instructor modeling of technology infusion, and offer more instructional applications of tools and more pedagogical approaches for using tools” (Wetzel et al., 2014, p. 98).

**SAMR model.** The SAMR model (Puentedura, 2006) focuses on the ability to Substitute, Augment, Modify, and Redefine learning when using technology. Substitution refers to using technology as a direct substitute (e.g., typing instead of writing) whereas Augmentation adds a layer of functional improvement (e.g., conducting a grammar check). Modification leads to significant task redesign (e.g., ability to use software to create a spreadsheet, organize data, and
display figures). Redefinition, the highest level, emphasizes the ability to engage in a task otherwise inconceivable (e.g., connecting virtually with students from around the world).

Cherner and Curry (2017) applied the SAMR model with 15 preservice teachers’ integrating technology in the classroom. Across the 60 teaching demonstrations, the most common use of technology occurred at the lowest technology integration level, Substitution (e.g., tracing letters on a tablet). Repetitive use at the Substitution level can be partially explained by the idea that “preservice teachers tend to replicate practices they experienced as K-12 students during their teacher education process” (Cherner & Curry, 2017, p. 285). In accordance with the increasing complexity of the SAMR model, fewest occurrences were noted at the highest technology integration level, Redefinition.

It can be challenging to determine when to rely on a technology integration framework or model. Over a yearlong exploration, Hilton (2016) compared two teachers’ ability to implement technology when applying the TPACK framework and the SAMR model. Although both teachers found TPACK overly complex, TPACK was considered the most helpful to integrate technology into lessons already considered pedagogically sound. Additionally, the teachers did not move through SAMR in a sequential manner, but instead used technology to meet the learning objectives. This suggests that teachers should connect curriculum with the technology, rather than use technology in response to integration mandates. Another finding by Hilton indicates that even at the Substitution and Augmentation levels, student focus and motivation increased when using technology, which indicates that using technology may result in more time spent learning and greater opportunities to engage students in academic activities.

**Related technology integration models.** Beyond technology integration frameworks and models typically situated within educational technology, five other models have attempted to
address the complexity of using technology to support literacy instruction. Within the context of teaching phonics while using the iPad, Northrop and Killeen (2013) advocated for a four-step gradual release of responsibility framework. Under this model, the teacher introduces students to a new skill without the iPad, the teacher explains and models the app, the app is introduced to give students time for guided practice, and finally, students use the app to practice their literacy skills. While this model might be useful in an elementary classroom, more data is needed to support the effectiveness of this model in literacy teacher preparation.

Another possible approach is the Technology Integration Planning Cycle, a seven-step cycle to help teachers integrate technology into literacy instruction, originally designed to meet the Common Core State Standards (Hutchison & Woodward, 2014). The seven steps include: identification of a clear instructional goal; alignment of this goal with the instructor’s pedagogy; selection of curriculum content; infer how the content can contribute to the instructional goal; note potential constraints of the tool; understand the need for pedagogical altering in response to the tool; reflection to improve future iterations. Though this technology integration model begins with identifying a clear instructional goal, when implemented, only three of 24 pairs of preservice teachers followed the model. The other 21 pairs began by first identifying a preferred iPad app and then linked the app to an instructional goal (Hutchison & Colwell, 2016). With this model, the greatest challenge was situating the learning in a realistic context because preservice teachers “often revised their instructional goal because they were unable to determine how to integrate technology while teaching that goal” (Hutchison & Colwell, 2016, p. 10).

Some other models developed to help preservice teachers integrate technology, with a focus on pedagogy include TIP: Technology Integration Planning (Roblyer & Doering, 2013), TIM: Technology Integration Matrix (Harmes et al., 2016), and RAT: Replacement,
Amplification, and Transformation (Hughes et al., 2006). Either of these models has yet to be widely adopted by teacher educators.

**Use of the iPad to Support Literacy Instruction**

Affordances are the action potentials (Bower, 2008) of a technology, more commonly referred to as the possibilities of a technology. The iPad has action potential to enhance literacy instruction because it can be equipped with a variety of apps to support the development of literacy skills and strategies. Since introduced in 2010, equipped with its touchscreen features and portability, the iPad (with a heavy reliance on its apps) offers support for emergent and early learners’ literacy development (Kucirkova et al. 2014; McClanahan et al., 2012). Some advantages of reading digitally, as identified by 49 preservice teachers, include highlighting and annotating text, digital bookmarks, a built-in dictionary, and adjustable font size (Larson, 2012).

The iPad has helped preschoolers’ read, write, and talk about print (Hutchison & Beschorner, 2015), and has served as an authentic meaning-making writing tool among first-graders (Author, 2019; Dobler, 2012). The iPad can help scaffold initial phoneme acquisition for early learners with developmental delays (Chai et al., 2015). When the iPad was used to support preschoolers’ literacy over a seven-week intervention, apps targeted writing, speaking, print awareness, and listening skills; despite these intentions, children preferred to create digital books (Beschorner & Hutchison, 2013). This finding led researchers to conclude that, because children independently authored their own books instead of relying on skills-based apps, the iPad could be an instructional tool to support early childhood literacy.

The iPad continues to be a viable instructional support tool in early childhood literacy contexts. For example, a one-year exploration using the iPad in a kindergarten classroom revealed the importance of designing structured lessons, limiting app selection, and using the
iPad to be a “listener,” allowing students to record personal narratives and engage in storytelling (Toppel, 2014, p. 2). A related study found that children’s gross motor skills improved after using the touchscreen to color, engagement increased because the iPad’s responsiveness enabled children to capture photos and create a digital story, and ultimately, they were more motivated to read print books (Flewitt et al., 2015). An investigation of four early childhood teachers’ instructional practices using one-to-one iPads found that teachers used the iPad to support teacher-directed practices and developmentally appropriate uses (Lu et al., 2017). Teacher-directed practices included drill-and-skill app practice embedded throughout learning stations and transition times, while developmentally appropriate formative assessment focused on student-directed exploration and the design of a storybook about ocean animals (Lu et al., 2017). Lu (2017) concluded the iPad made learning “a little bit more fun, more than just writing down facts, making it more interesting and interactive” (p. 17).

Other research has focused on the teacher’s preference when using technology to support student learning. After learning with the LetterWorks app, first-graders demonstrated literacy gains in concepts about print and letter-name fluency (D’Agostino et al., 2016). Despite these literacy gains, only two out of seven teachers said they would definitely use the iPad app to support students’ literacy because the iPad could save them time. Two teachers reported being undecided, while three unequivocally stated they would not use the iPad because “the iPad tended to freeze or was ‘glitchy’” and because “there were too many screens to move through to get to the actual lesson” (D’Agostino et al., 2016, p. 538).

With careful planning and reflection, preservice and in-service teachers’ considered the iPad an effective tool to support students’ literacy (Santori et al., 2014). As part of iPad initiatives at three universities, approximately 20 literacy apps were preloaded to the iPad, and
Preservice teachers followed the SAMR model to integrate iPads into a middle-school summer school program, to help students practice letter writing, complete word sorts, and create digital books and book trailers (Pilgrim et al., 2014). Following a two-year journey of a first-grade teacher’s one-to-one iPad integration experience, the iPad was the preferred medium to help construct, record, and share students’ thinking (Author, 2019). For example, using paper and pencil, students created flipbooks, followed by the use of the Book Creator app to visually and audibly record their stories. Students uploaded their digital books to Seesaw, a private digital classroom portfolio app that invites families to view their children’s work. During a project to emphasize student voice, the teacher shared students’ public service announcements via the classroom Twitter account. The teacher selected apps to engage, motivate (e.g., ChatterPix, PicCollage Kids), and practice literacy skills and drills (e.g., Starfall), while ultimately advocating for students’ use of apps to create new literacy forms (e.g., digital books) instead of students’ consumption of existing apps.

These studies demonstrate how the iPad and its apps have evolved since the introduction of the iPad in 2010. Given a hands-on experience, preservice teachers can become familiar with apps for purposes beyond skill-and-drill practice, which can enable teachers to carefully and meaningfully integrate technology when planning their instruction.

**Theoretical Framework**

As evidenced in the technology integration frameworks and models in teacher preparation, there appears to be some agreement among scholars that an effective technology integration should be centered on pedagogy (e.g., Harmes et al., 2016; Mishra & Koehler, 2006). Despite earlier work, evidence-based research in higher education contexts is needed to provide tangible strategies for teacher educators to equip preservice teachers to integrate technology into
their instructional planning. To address this need, this study is built on the gradual release of responsibility framework (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983; Pearson et al., 2019) and the pedagogy construct from TPACK (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). With a focus on pedagogy, how technology is integrated takes precedence over what is integrated (Koehler et al., 2013). The gradual release of responsibility model guides a teacher from “total teacher responsibility to total student responsibility,” with teacher guidance at the center (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983, p. 35). This teaching approach allows individuals to become increasingly involved as they become more comfortable with learning new content. In 2019, Pearson and colleagues revisited their model to provide a history of its acceptance (217,000 Google© Scholar citations) and describe how it has been adapted by literacy scholars to support curriculum planning and teacher professional development.

Significance

This study addresses the need for additional TPACK development (Thomas et al., 2013) by emphasizing a hands-on technology integration model (Vasinda et al., 2017) that focuses on the instructor’s pedagogy (Harmes et al., 2016; Mishra & Koehler, 2006) and a flexible implementation process (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983). A gradual release approach to technology integration can guide preservice teachers to use technology in new ways, at a pace dictated by their previous and current experiences, with continued scaffolding as the preservice teacher becomes increasingly familiar with the technology. The gradual release of responsibility framework and TPACK pedagogical element help draw attention to the types of knowledge required to integrate technology into literacy instruction (e.g., when to introduce students to making vs. consuming apps) and awareness of the pedagogical approach needed to scaffold student learning (e.g., teacher directed, teacher guided, student led).
To examine a data-based approach to integrate technology within literacy teacher preparation, this study is guided by the following research question:

How does an emphasis on the instructor’s pedagogy and implementation of the gradual release of responsibility model influence preservice teachers’ use of the iPad to design early literacy instruction?

Methodology

This is a qualitative study (Merriam, 1998) that uses interpretivism to understand how preservice teachers make sense of their experiences by examining their interpretations of their experiences with technology. A case study design (Yin, 2017) allowed for a close examination of each participant’s experience while designing instruction with technology. Typically guided by “how” or “why” questions, case study “is an empirical method that investigates a contemporary phenomenon (the ‘case’) in depth and within its real-world context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context may not be clearly evident” (Yin, 2017, p. 15). In the present study, the phenomenon is the instructor’s exploration of pedagogical approaches and the influence of each approach on preservice teachers’ ability to design literacy instruction with the iPad.

Participants

This study took place within a teacher education program at a large public university containing approximately 38,000 students, in the southwestern region of the United States. Participants included 38 preservice teachers enrolled in one early literacy methods course, all in pursuit of teacher certification in early childhood-6th grade. Participants identified as female (97%), between the ages of 20-27 with an average age of 21 years-old, and were of Caucasian
(74%), Latino (21%), and Asian (5%) descent. Of relevance to the iPad devices in this study, 67% of preservice teachers reported owning an iPad compared to 86% who owned an iPhone.

**Study Procedures**

All participants engaged in five 80-minute hands-on iPad workshops over two-months. Preservice teachers remained in the same groups of three or four, with each group sharing one iPad. Twenty-eight apps to support literacy learning were selected (e.g., Epic!, Phonics Genius, Starfall), with app selection informed by a two-year case study of a first-grade teacher who integrated the iPad into her daily instruction as part of a one-to-one technology initiative (Author, 2019). The iPad workshops focused on designing early learning activities to improve a literacy skill (e.g., read-aloud, phonological awareness, vocabulary, comprehension), with pedagogy aligned with the gradual release of responsibility model (Pearson et al., 2019). Following these guidelines, at a pace dictated by the preservice teachers, the instructor gradually moved from teacher-led to student-led from workshops one through five.

During the first Teacher in Control pedagogical approach workshop, the instructor modeled how to become familiar with the iPad using a think-aloud strategy. This included how to navigate the tool (e.g., swipe down to search), explore apps (e.g., Story Creator, ABCMouse, Epic!), and use an instructor suggested app (e.g., Vocabulary Spelling City) to design a vocabulary activity. During the second workshop, also employed with the Teacher in Control pedagogical approach, the instructor modeled how to use the Epic! app to teach a shared or guided reading lesson. Therefore, workshops one and two learning tasks were very explicit and guided by the instructor, such as “create an activity using the Vocabulary Spelling City app.” After these two workshops, preservice teachers demonstrated increased confidence, therefore the learning tasks in workshops three and four increased in complexity and preservice teachers
located and selected their own apps, and created new digital media to teach vocabulary. Employed with the Teacher as Facilitator pedagogical approach, the purpose of workshop three was for preservice teachers to teach a specific literacy skill by using the available apps. In workshop four, still under the Teacher as Facilitator approach, the instructor read-aloud the story for the vocabulary term, truculent, from the Weighty Words book. Preservice teachers had to construct a vocabulary activity based on the new term. By the fifth and final workshop, preservice teachers knew how to navigate the iPad, align apps to standards-based learning tasks, and design unique literacy learning activities. In an effort to portray that every classroom is unique, the fifth and final workshop was executed with the Problem-based Learning pedagogical approach. During this student-led workshop, preservice teachers planned instruction aimed at a broad literacy-learning goal (e.g., science literacy) that referred to a proposed scenario of learners (e.g., English language learners, suburban, Title I). Based on the classroom scenario, preservice teachers designed a weeklong intervention for one hour each day, using an array of iPad apps to plan instruction within the realistic learning context.

Data Collection

Across the five workshops, data were collected in three forms: observation log ($n = 5$), individual surveys ($n = 190$), and iPad designed lessons ($n = 50$). Following each iPad workshop, the observation log helped capture the instructor’s witness to preservice teachers’ affect and responses to the pedagogical strategy that the instructor implemented within each workshop. Immediately following each workshop, preservice teachers individually completed an electronic survey. Survey items inquired about lesson ideas and activities that preservice teachers created in response to the instructor’s pedagogical approach. For example, when using the iPad to support phonological awareness skills, preservice teachers reflected on their ability to: Identify three
apps that can be used to teach phonological awareness. Create a center activity using the iPad and document a reflection of this experience. In addition to completing individual surveys, preservice teachers posted items and responded to one another within the Seesaw app.

**Data Analysis**

Thematic analysis (Hatch, 2002) was followed to analyze the data sources. During phase one of the analysis, the researcher began by initially reading the data, noting impressions, remarks, and assumptions. Phase two of the analysis revealed distinctions of iPad use in response to the instructor’s pedagogical approach (e.g., restrictive uses of the iPad, possibilities of using the iPad). Because of distinct differences in data based on the applied pedagogy, phase three consisted of sorting the data by pedagogical approach and analyzing data inductively within those domains, which led to the arrival of 25 initial codes (Table 1).
Table 1. Codebook according to each pedagogical approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher in Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of apps is overwhelming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPads are motivating for students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPad can be difficult to manage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fascination with apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance of teacher planning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher as Facilitator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explicit uses of apps result from exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher needs to provide support for app use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenging to tailor available apps to instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration leads to increased planning ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apps increase learner engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completing app activities is enjoyable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPad apps are easy for children to use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App affordances could be improved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom management with iPads is a perceived challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future iPad accessibility is unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desire to individualize student learning experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apps can be used innovatively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using new apps requires a learning curve</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem-based Learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Book identification is unique to students’ learning needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance of making real-world connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional design helps when divided into learning themes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity and exposure to multicultural digital literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension activities emphasize using iPads for research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of reading comprehension strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety of assessment tailored to the case study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Phase four involved comparing codes across the pedagogical approaches to identify patterns and examine differences (e.g., preservice teachers’ willingness to participate on their own, asking questions about how to use the device versus ways to scaffold learning). The fifth phase entailed revisiting the data to examine terms, examples, and relationships within and across the domains to discover relationships among the instructor’s pedagogy and codes within each pedagogical approach. With data sorted according to the instructor’s pedagogy, this deeper analysis revealed clearer distinctions among the codes. Thus, the sixth and final phase exposed three key themes that resulted from analyzing codes within each of the pedagogical approaches.

It is important to be transparent about the role of the researcher in the present study. The researcher was also the instructor of the technology training workshops. A member check (Creswell & Miller, 2000) helped temper issues of validity. To accomplish this, the researcher provided the preservice teachers with the raw data, along with the researcher’s interpretation of the data (e.g., initial list of codes, themes, explanation). This strategy allowed preservice teachers to verify the data and gauge the accuracy of the interpretation. Preservice teachers reviewed the data and four contributed a question or additional input (e.g., “I feel much more prepared to teach with technology,” “It was nice to work together but I wish we all had our own iPad”). After discussion and/or explanation, 100% expressed agreement with data interpretation. Data collection and interpretation had no impact on the course grade and study participation was optional.

**Limitations**

A limitation of this study is that the sample size of 38 indicates that the results cannot be generalized to other contexts. Next, because approximately two-thirds of the preservice teachers owned an iPad and 86% owned an iPhone, there is a possibility that study participants may have
acquired technology skills more quickly than those who are less familiar with the iPad and related Apple™ products. Though, research indicates students primarily use these technology devices to connect socially (e.g., Gasaymeh, 2018).

**Results**

To examine a strategy for teacher educators to integrate technology into planning for literacy instruction (CAEP, 2016; ISTE, 2019) and contribute to research on technology integration frameworks and technology integration models (e.g., Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Thomas et al., 2013), this study explored the instructor’s pedagogical approach in accordance with the gradual release of responsibility model (Pearson et al., 2019). Evidence collected from this study shows that within each pedagogical approach, preservice teachers used the iPad to plan instruction as influenced by the instructor’s pedagogical approach.

**Teacher in Control Raised Concerns about Planning**

Teacher in Control is a teacher-centered instructional approach where the instructor provides step-by-step directions on how to use a specific app to teach a targeted reading skill or strategy. When the instructor implemented the Teacher in Control pedagogical approach during the first and second iPad workshops, preservice teachers expressed concern for their ability to identify and integrate apps into their curriculum planning.

**Workshop one.** During the first workshop, preservice teachers required prompting by the instructor to explore the preloaded apps. Here, preservice teachers repeatedly requested directives on how to navigate the iPad and use each downloaded app, and generated the highest frequency of inquiries. A repetitive concern made by preservice teachers included, “I just don’t know what to do with the apps.” This required the instructor to show preservice teachers an exact app to use and what to do within each app. Interestingly, preservice teachers only used apps that
were preloaded to the iPad, rather than exploring the enabled app store to discover and download new apps. Data-based observations during workshop one indicate preservice teachers were reticent to explore the technology.

Survey data provides additional support to demonstrate preservice teachers’ concern about how they could integrate the iPad into their future classrooms. Preservice teachers noted that using technology “certainly takes time” because “the teacher must be prepared and fully understand how the app works before allowing the children to use it.” Another preservice teacher expressed a similar focus on the need to be intentional, “it takes a lot more planning than I would have thought. You also have to think about incorporating a technology aspect into lesson plans WHILE creating the lessons, and not after.” To echo the need for thoughtful planning, “teachers also need to incorporate technology when beginning lesson planning so they do not have to redo the entire thing.” Because once a lesson plan is developed, “teachers have to make sure the students know how to use the app and the assignment is appropriate for the students' level.” Also emphasized was the importance for teachers to become familiar with an app “before starting on an assignment to prevent any confusion or frustration for the students.”

Following workshop one, it was clear that preservice teachers did not feel comfortable using the iPad as a part of their instructional planning. For example, using the iPad to support learning “was more difficult than I thought it would be. Making the technology age appropriate and usable was a challenge.” Others shared that using technology is “going to be difficult because I'm not tech savvy despite growing up with technology. I have a tablet that I use once every two weeks so it's not something I'm extremely familiar with.” Another preservice teacher worried about students’ use of the technology in the classroom because, “I also feel it could be distracting. I've seen other teachers ask students to lower volume and after so many requests the
iPad is confiscated.” Based on the expressed concerns during the initial workshop, preservice teachers were hesitant to integrate iPads into their future classrooms.

**Workshop two.** Although preservice teachers were given the choice to conduct a shared or guided reading lesson using any app of their choice, approximately 60% selected the same app demonstrated by the instructor.

Following workshop two, there appeared to be an overall positive shift in thinking toward how the iPad could be integrated into future literacy instruction. For example, “I have learned it's easier than I thought.” After some time becoming familiar with educational affordances of the iPad, one preservice teacher said, “I found out that iPads can be used in many more ways than I thought. They can let the students create things and are also great for read aloud and can be used in stations or small groups.” Moreover, another started to recognize these action potentials of the iPad, “there's a lot of free and very cool resources that I never even knew existed! This makes me very excited to integrate technology into my class to make learning more interactive and enjoyable for my students.”

Despite an increased understanding of the iPad and its affordances, not all preservice teachers were eager to use the iPad to plan literacy instruction. For some, the experience of using the iPad to plan instruction was “not my favorite. I prefer books over tablets. I have a nook that was gifted to me for Christmas & I have no idea where it is because I never used it. It’s still in the original packaging.” Others felt that the iPad “can be pretty difficult,” with one reason being, “not all apps are user friendly and should be taken into consideration for your students.” Upon reflection of the mixed emotions on the potentials and pitfalls of using the iPad to support literacy development, the next two workshops examined the influence of the Teacher as Facilitator pedagogical approach.
Teacher as Facilitator Led to Increased User Confidence and Exploration

Under the Teacher as Facilitator pedagogical approach during workshops three and four, the instructor provided a target literacy skill and suggested apps. In this way, the instructor acted as a guide, to assist preservice teachers in developing early literacy learning activities. Therefore, preservice teachers made the decision of how to align a literacy skill to an app, with little instructor assistance. This approach helped preservice teachers gain confidence to explore apps, which led to increased inquiry and broadly applied uses of iPad apps.

Workshop three. To demonstrate the task of connecting literacy skills with apps, this preservice teacher is showing how to teach diphthongs with an app she found on her own (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Preservice teacher demonstrates an app during iPad workshop three (Teacher as Facilitator).](image-url)

Under Teacher as Facilitator, preservice teachers demonstrated critical thinking regarding strategies for how apps could support literacy learning and connect to state and national
standards. Preservice teachers admitted the task “was difficult for my group to figure out how to implement the app into a center but when we figured it out, it was a good idea.” Once in agreement, “we decided on using Starfall, there's an interesting component to it named Chunk that Word. It teaches the student how to decode, and blend. I thought it was really interesting how the turkey chops the word into syllables.” In another group, Starfall was also the selected app, and the proposed plan was to use “the app to sound out each word to read the story Gus The Duck,” and “after reading the book they will play both literacy games that go along with the story (e.g., word making game, matching game). This activity is an interactive way to slow down and clarify words and to read a story.” A second group took the initiative to download a new app to the iPad:

We used the app Chicken Little. The group is expected to read a story (it plays out loud) and then they have to sequence events of the story by matching pictures (scenes) in the order they happened. Then they have to retell the story in their own words by recording their voice.

Other preservice teachers demonstrated how a traditional print method could be combined with the iPad. To illustrate, “we used partners in rhyme to find five different pairs of rhyming [words] and write them on note cards. We then posted it to Seesaw for them to get with a partner and read their rhymes.”

**Workshop four.** During this workshop, preservice teachers were encouraged to locate an app that would enable them to create a vocabulary video (e.g., Adobe Spark Video, iMovie). All but one preservice teacher responded positively to the workshop and said they could envision themselves using the iPad to support students’ vocabulary development. Overall, the survey data indicated that “video creator apps can help support traditional print instruction through providing
student chosen visual aids that they are more likely to remember.” The act of creating a video “is definitely a more interactive learning experience and it gets you up and moving around.” Others raved about how “super easy and user-friendly” it would be to have students create their own vocabulary videos to acquire new vocabulary because it “allows students to make a connection to a vocab word in their own way, ultimately helping them remember it easier.” Data also highlights how the iPad can support language development and students’ varying learning preferences. To illustrate how this vocabulary strategy was helpful, one preservice teacher reflected,

I wish this was a thing back when I was in elementary/middle school. When studying for these types of tests when I was younger, I would make little connections in my head. But it's super helpful if not only you have a verbal connection, but a visual connection as well.

In thinking further about individual learners, this activity “can help ELL (English Language Learner) students learn the meaning of words by looking at pictures and words that go along with the pictures leading up to the vocabulary word instead of reading a long definition of the word.”

One preservice teacher thought using the iPad to support vocabulary instruction,

was by far one of the coolest ways that I have learned in my pre-service teaching career to introduce new vocabulary words to students. It was a great way to personalize what we gained from the reading and express our thoughts about what the word, truculent, means to us.

During these two Teacher as Facilitator workshops, preservice teachers became more confident with the idea of integrating technology into their future instruction, evidenced by their increased willingness to navigate to the apps downloaded to the iPad. Under this pedagogical approach,
this was the first instance where preservice teachers searched for other apps in the Apple™ store, and made connections between app functions and alignment to literacy skills and standards. With this demonstrated increase in confidence and familiarity with the iPad, preservice teachers appeared ready for the instructor to shift to the student-led Problem-based Learning pedagogical approach.

**Problem-based Learning Led to Comprehensive Instructional Planning**

The Problem-based Learning approach reflects the most student-centered pedagogical approach, in accordance with the gradual release of responsibility model (Pearson et al., 2019).

**Workshop five.** Preservice teachers valued the Problem Based Learning pedagogical structure because it led to the design of more comprehensive lessons that could be implemented within their future classrooms. A request was made to “have more scenarios that apply to us like the last workshop,” because as stated by another preservice teacher, it was “my favorite day.” Moreover, the last workshop “was my favorite one and I feel like I learned a lot more today and it helped having an actual student to apply it to.”

Survey data indicates the importance of engaging preservice teachers in activities that mimic student use in the classroom. One preservice teacher shared how this workshop “really helped me understand how to truly implement technology into lessons and be creative. I love that we got to learn how to use the apps and actually make what the students would make.” For example, the group that designed an intervention to support kindergarten Science literacy selected eight bilingual and Spanish only books from the Epic! app (an interactive digital book app, free for teachers). One of the digital books included in the list for students to read was *El Mamut Lanudo*, which translates in English to *The Wooly Mammoth*. Preservice teachers constructed guided reading questions to scaffold students’ comprehension while they read the
digital book. The lesson involved students reading both books as many times as needed to improve fluency and work together to discuss the text. Then, students would retell the story in their own words using the Story Creator or Toontastic app. This was also the first time a preservice teacher suggested more than one app to teach a specific literacy skill.

The Problem-based Learning approach situated instructional planning within a realistic setting, and led preservice teachers to engage in rich discussions and imagine how they would design instruction within their own classroom. To emphasize its value, one preservice teacher begged, “one thing you must keep in the curriculum is the case study. I liked it because it was an actual application of what the workshop taught me, and it could, and probably will, happen in our careers as teachers.” Ultimately, data from this workshop resulted in the design of more comprehensive instruction. Lessons were more comprehensive because they included students using the iPad to read, write, and collaborate with peers to discuss and analyze text. Applying the Problem-based Learning pedagogical approach enabled preservice teachers to use the iPad to create individualized literacy-learning opportunities.

Collective Workshop Reflection

Reflections from preservice teachers indicate they valued the hands-on technology experiences because they were able to explore the technology, and this enabled them to envision themselves using technology to design future instruction. Preservice teachers appeared appreciative of the preloaded apps, with similar requests that the instructor “must keep a list of iPad apps to use in the classroom.” One preservice teacher admitted that initially they “struggled in the beginning because I had no clue about some of these apps.” To explain, with no prior technology integration experiences within the teacher preparation program, “things took longer
than necessary due to user inability.” A preservice teacher echoed the importance of being able to engage with the technology,

I found the workshops useful for introducing me to apps that are easily incorporated into students’ learning. I knew there were apps out there for this of course, but being able to experiment with HOW to use the apps was helpful. I was even able to use what I learned from these workshops in multiple lesson plan activities.

Another preservice teacher described an increase in her self-efficacy, emphasizing how much she “really liked the iPad workshops, because it makes me more confident in using technology for teaching.” Engaging with hands-on technology experiences “gave me insight into an aspect of teaching that I had never considered before.” Working together in small groups was also valued because this technique was helpful “pairing up [with] groups and having them do the other groups assessments/work so we can get more ideas.” Ultimately, preservice teachers “really enjoyed this experience. I learned a lot of different ways that we can use iPads in the classroom in order to teach children literacy.”

**Discussion**

After an exploration of the instructor’s pedagogical approaches to help preservice teachers integrate technology as guided by the gradual release of responsibility model (Pearson et al., 2019) and TPACK (Mishra & Koehler, 2006), findings indicate discrete responses and planning outcomes occurred within each approach. Teacher in Control, Teacher as Facilitator, and the Problem-based Learning pedagogical approaches provide a framework to integrate technology into teacher preparation programs (Figure 2).
Though all pedagogical approaches are necessary and should be applied in this order, they are unequally impactful. Each of the pedagogical approaches employed across the iPad workshops contributed to preservice teachers’ ability to plan for literacy instruction since each workshop was thoughtful and intentionally planned (Flewitt et al., 2015) and emphasized pedagogy (Wetzel et al., 2014). Interestingly, the Teacher in Control and Teacher as Facilitator
pedagogical approaches were essential to increase preservice teachers’ confidence with educational technology. These earlier, more guided pedagogical approaches contributed to preservice teachers’ ability to create comprehensive lessons by the time they arrived at the Problem-based Learning pedagogical approach.

During the first two workshops under the Teacher in Control pedagogical approach, preservice teachers expressed concern for using the iPad as an instructional tool. For example, few preservice teachers accessed all the apps, potentially because 28 apps preloaded to the iPad may have been too overwhelming. It is also possible that because the instructor took control of the iPad activities, this approach could have restricted preservice teachers from thinking about how they could envision designing meaningful learning opportunities with the iPad. Earlier research identified the importance of instructor modeling when using technology (Baran et al., 2019; Gill & Dagarno, 2017), so this initial approach was essential to develop preservice teachers’ technological and pedagogical skills. Perhaps the instructor’s clear lead in these workshops led preservice teachers to believe they needed to rely on the instructor to become familiar with the app, which led to preservice teachers’ repeated inquiries about device navigation and alignment of apps with learning standards. A similar challenge was encountered by a kindergarten teacher who found it difficult to manage the barrage of questions students asked when they used an app for the first time (Toppel, 2014).

The Teacher in Control approach created an uncomfortable state of vulnerability. Some preservice teachers experience difficulty using a technology tool in ways that contradict the way they learned (Cherner & Curry, 2017). Findings that preservice teachers were overly concerned with identifying apps and discovering how to use the apps to design literacy instruction suggests that they may need to detach from their traditional methods of learning to read without
technology. The difficulty of teaching a skill contradictory to the way preservice teachers were taught to read and write became a state of necessary vulnerability when planning instruction with technology. These feelings of confusion and wonder were reduced as the instructor moved from the Teacher in Control to Teacher as Facilitator pedagogical approach.

Perhaps because of the increased demand for preservice teachers to engage with the technology (Vasinda et al., 2017), the Teacher as Facilitator approach appeared to increase preservice teachers’ confidence and ability to use the technology to design instruction. The implementation of the Teacher as Facilitator pedagogical approach revealed the emergence of some independent thinking and increased exploration of apps, evidenced by preservice teachers’ ability to use, identify, and download apps to create activities and collaborate with other groups. To illustrate more independence, preservice teachers asked the instructor fewer questions, and instead geared more questions toward one another. The increase in designing instructional materials with the iPad could have also been influenced by the recommendation to explicitly teach a skill first without the iPad (Northrop & Killeen, 2013). The combination of print and digital literacy instructional methods was evident when the instructor read-aloud a vocabulary story from a print book before using the iPad to create a vocabulary video. This approach to include both print and digital text may have provided a strategy to help preservice teachers’ recognize how the iPad can be integrated into literacy, thereby boosting their confidence when planning literacy instruction with the iPad.

Equally as important as the Teacher as Facilitator approach, the Problem-based Learning approach instilled a sense of authenticity, as if designing instruction for a specific classroom. When preservice teachers predict how they might use technology, they have difficulty aligning learning goals with technology use (Hutchison & Colwell, 2016). However, aligning instruction
with realistic early literacy teaching scenarios appeared to give preservice teachers a clear purpose for their instructional planning. Engagement and collaboration also increased; preservice teachers were required to problem-solve and decide what to design based on the unique learning scenario.

Informed by the pedagogical knowledge construct from TPACK (Mishra & Koehler, 2006), the implementation of Teacher in Control, Teacher as Facilitator, and Problem-based Learning pedagogical approaches at a pace dictated by the preservice teachers (Pearson et al., 2019) contributed to their ability to plan literacy instruction with the iPad. As preservice teachers became familiar with the iPad and gained confidence from teacher-guided instruction (Baran et al., 2019), they created more comprehensive curriculum material. A focus on pedagogy is the largest predictor of technology integration (Chai et al., 2010), and the implementation of a three-phase gradual release pedagogical model illustrates the influence of the instructor’s pedagogy on preservice teachers’ ability to use the iPad to design literacy instruction. Though Northrop and Killeen’s (2013) model contains elements similar to the gradual release model, their model is situated within the context of K-12 learning environments and does not emphasize the pedagogical element from TPACK (Mishra & Koehler, 2006), a critical element when integrating technology.

Findings from this study contribute a new lens to the importance that teacher educators need to provide teachers with formal technology experiences (Christ et al., 2019; Ciampa, 2017). Even when students make clear literacy gains with the iPad, some teachers continue to resist adapting their pedagogy to include teaching with technology (D’Agostino et al., 2016). In general, findings show that the approach to integrate iPads into literacy instruction (Teacher in Control, Teacher as Facilitator, Problem-based Learning), were supportive of preservice
teachers’ ability to use iPad apps to design instruction. All pedagogical elements are important and should be implemented in this order to help scaffold each user as they become familiar with integrating technology for educational purposes.

**Implications and Future Research**

Implications apply directly to teacher educators and indirectly to preservice teachers. Teacher educators can benefit from emphasizing TPACK’s pedagogical knowledge construct and the scaffolded gradual release of responsibility when integrating the iPad and related technologies to plan instruction. Of particular importance, this is a flexible and adaptable model that can be tailored to design instruction in other content areas, in accordance with varying levels of technology experiences of the instructor and preservice teachers.

Results from this study demonstrate a change in preservice teachers’ intention to use technology from one pedagogical approach to another, which provides an opportunity for future researchers to investigate how this study’s framework for integrating iPads into planning for literacy instruction compares with related technology integration frameworks (e.g., Hutchison & Woodward, 2014; Northrop and Killeen, 2013). Additional research might examine how certain pedagogical approaches are more appropriate to teach a specific literacy skill. For example, a lesson on phonemic awareness might benefit from the Teacher in Control pedagogical approach because of the explicit skills and drills practice needed when teaching phonemic awareness. However, a lesson on comprehension may best be accomplished through a Problem-based Learning approach because it enabled preservice teachers to design more inclusive reading comprehension experiences.

Findings also suggest the need to replicate this research in other higher education contexts, with other technological innovations, with more teacher educators, spanning across the
content areas. A longitudinal approach which investigates the extent to which the same preservice teachers integrate technology within their future classrooms could also shed light on future technology integration approaches within teacher preparation programs.

**Conclusion**

To provide a model for teacher educators to help preservice teachers design literacy instruction with the iPad, the purpose of this study was to explore a technology integration approach that emphasized TPACK’s pedagogical knowledge construct (Mishra & Koehler, 2006) and the gradual release of responsibility framework (Pearson et al., 2019). This study demonstrates the value of using a scaffolded approach to allow preservice teachers to navigate the device, explore apps, and understand ways to connect these affordances with instructional goals. This study emphasizes the importance for teacher educators to create space and time in their literacy teacher preparation courses to allow preservice teachers to experiment with and learn how technologies can support literacy instruction, while providing a safe space where they can try, fail, and hone their technological and pedagogical skills.
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